
 

 

Feel Better 

THERMiRF 

A Solution for You 
Through the years, our face and body begin to 
reveal the signs of aging – Frowning, wrinkling, 
bulging or sagging. Although there is a wide 
spectrum of cosmetic solutions focused on 
reversing these signs, patients increasingly gravitate 
towards those solutions that deliver results superior 
to non-invasive or over-the-counter treatments, but 
without the risks associated with invasive surgery. 

What is ThermiRF? 
ThermiRF is the first aesthetic technology that uses 
thermistor-regulated radio frequency energy to 
achieve desired cosmetic results. The ThermiRF 
system uses a tiny treatment probe to gently heat 
specific tissues to a pre-determined therapeutic 
temperature. 

How It Works 
With ThermiRF, your doctor applies a controlled 
amount of thermal energy to targeted tissue. The 
tip of the tiny probe provides constant feedback of 
the actual temperature during treatment. In 
addition, an infrared camera is used to monitor 
skin temperature to ensure that your treatment is 
both safe and effective.  

Look Younger.  
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Minimize fine lines, Wrinkles, and Sagging skin 

 

 ThermiRF (also known as Symphony RF) 

is the latest development in wrinkle 
reduction and skin tightening technology. 
Utilizing radiofrequency energy to target the 
subdermal, or inner, layer of skin directly, 
the ThermiRF device can safely heat the 
treatment area to an optimal temperature for 
skin tightening unavailable from other 
radiofrequency devices such as Thermage. 

Before After 

ThermiRF Anti-Aging and Aesthetic 
Procedures 
 

ThermiRF is FDA approved for nerve  
ablation. Dr. Nelson is a member of the 
ThermiAesthetics Clinical Advisory  
Council.  
The device has been shown to  
successfully treat: 
 

• Frown lines 
• Fine lines and Wrinkles 
• Double Chin 
• Sagging skin (face and neck) 
• Skin tightening 
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ThermiRF can also reach previously hard to treat areas of the body for contouring, including 
the neck, back, arms, abdomen, and knees for a targeted skin tightening procedure. 

The image on the right shows a comparison of liposuction and ThermiRF. The patient's left side has 
been treated with ThermiRF where as the right side has been treated with liposuction. 
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How ThermiRF Skin Tightening Works 
When heated to a high enough temperature, the body begins producing new collagen that in turn 
tightens and smoothes skin in the affected area. The inner layer of skin can tolerate temperatures 
over 122 degrees Fahrenheit, resulting in faster results when heated to that level. Previously, 
however, devices were required to go through the outer layer of skin to heat the inner layer, 
limiting safe treatment temperatures to 107 degrees and requiring multiple treatment sessions to 
see results. 
 

With ThermiRF’s innovative, minimally invasive treatment method, a small probe is inserted 
through a needle directly into the inner layer of skin. This probe carefully monitors temperature 
to reach a safe yet effective level for faster skin tightening results in fewer treatment sessions than 
other radiofrequency-focused procedures. 

Benefits of ThermiRF over surgical 
or invasive skin tightening include: 
Most patients tolerate the ThermiRF procedure well 
and experience little to no discomfort or downtime. 
The length of the treatment session depends on the size 
of the treatment area but typically does not exceed 60 
minutes. Patients can return to normal activities after 
their appointment. Mild swelling is normal and will 
recede soon after the procedure. 

• No surgery required 
• Minimal discomfort 
• Minimal risk of injury 
• Little to no downtime 
• Safe for all skin types 

Precise and Safe 
ThermiRF provides a truly precise and 
safe delivery system that acutely  
directs the proven science of tissue 
heating to therapeutic targets to 
produce meaningful and safe cosmetic 
results. 

Call and schedule a consultation today. 
714.538.6072 
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A MORE YOUTHFUL LOOK IN THE 
CHEEK AREA 

JUVÉDERM VOLUMA™ XC is the first 
and only FDA-approved filler to instantly 
add Volume to the cheek area in people over 
the age of 21 

Before 

After 

Individual results may vary 

Untouched photos of paid model taken 1 
month after treatment. A total of 3.5mL of 
JUVÉDERM VOLUMA™ XC was 
injected into the cheek area. 

 Gives a subtle lift 
 

 Helps restore contour for up to 2 years 
 

 Look up to 5 years younger  
 

 Nonsurgical 
 

 Contains a modified hyaluronic acid (HA), 
derived from a naturally occurring 
complex sugar 

“I like looking younger 
again.” 

Kathy 

Ask your healthcare professional about 
JUVÉDERM VOLUMA™ XC today 


